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The idea isn’t to compete Accelerating tech commercialization
but to develop what’s new

management who would grow it to
the point where it might become a multinational
enterprise in its own
right?
If our policy makDenzil Doyle
ers could find answers
to those questions, Canada
would be a very different place than it
is today. It would be a place in which
ne of the most useful pieces we would make more of our own deof equipment that I have in cisions about plant closures and hopewhat passes for a workshop fully, more of those decisions would be
is a tool cabinet that was made by a favourable to Canada.
Smiths Falls company called Beach
Maybe what Mr. Beach should
Industries about
have done was to
thirty years ago.
gradually phase
Perhaps we could
The company was
his company out
founded by Russel redirect our IRAP and of the tool box
Beach in 1949 and
when it
SRED dollars towards business
was sold to Stanwas at its peak
ley Tools in the late those companies that and get into more
eighties when it had
have sound product technology-intenabout two hundred
sive products and
migration strategies services. The key
employees. On
July 1st of this year,
and away from those to keeping comStanley announced
panies like that in
that it was closing that are simply trying business is not to
the plant.
to get more mileage try and compete
There is no doubt
with
low-wage
from their existing
that the strong Cacountries – or even
nadian dollar and
high-wage counproducts.
the economies of
tries like the Unitscale that Stanley
ed States that can
was able to achieve through consoli- beat us on economies of scale – but
dation had a lot to do with the closing. to exploit technology for the purpose
However, it does raise the question of of developing entirely new product
whether Canada can ever be home to lines. There is a lot of emphasis on
companies of the type that Mr. Beach the part of our policy makers on exfounded. While he is to be commended ploiting technology to make us more
for what he did accomplish (and for the efficient in manufacturing our existtremendous social and economic bene- ing products (the so-called productivfits that he brought to Smiths Falls – he ity agenda) but very little on using it
is a legend in that regard), was there to develop entirely new products that
something that he could have done to can be sold into the same markets – or
keep the company in Canadian hands even new ones.
More, see Loud and Clear, page 4
and pass it on to a new generation of

Loud and Clear

O

The program would use
a novel approach, requiring successful startups
in the program to “leave
behind a percentage of
their company shares or
profits in a trust fund.
This trust fund would be
accessible to graduated
co-op students who have
a worthwhile startup idea
of their own,” says Mr.
Moffat, noting that imbuing students with an
entrepreneurial spirit is
vital. “Educating people
for jobs in big organizations won’t build madein-Canada companies.”
When Ian Graham
reflected on the Ottawa
tech scene and saw that
it lacked a place to generate grassroots connections
between entrepreneurs,
the idea for TheCodeFacanada’s high tech communities idea to generate startups through a pri- tory, a collaborative workspace in downhave historically been divided vately-funded work co-op program for town Ottawa, was born.
into clusters divided by mar- students at uOttawa, Carleton and
“People need an interaction space
kets and technologies. Each cluster has Algonquin College.
where they can work together, meet
“We need experienced people, and and discuss issues,” says Mr. Graham,
its own member forums where insight
is traded, support offered, strategies we can give young people experience president and CEO of TheCodeFacdevised. Now there are forces, here in in startups through a co-op model,” tory. “For $5 an hour we provide this
Ottawa and across the land, drawing says Mr. Moffat. “I want industry to space along with a coffee machine and
them ever closer to each other and their invest first and then look for a govern- enough gadgets for startups to launch
associated interests. These business ment partnership to lessen risk. This themselves.”
accelerators, known by terms such as model would see students interacting
Aimed at young, virtual companies
hubs, incubators and centres of
that would benefit from proximity
excellence, are bringing money,
and mentors, TheCodeFac“Educating people for jobs in totorypeers
ideas and people together with
was inspired by the co-operaone goal in mind: to create wealth
big organizations won’t build tive atmosphere Mr. Graham found
through commercialization.
software bar camps.
made-in-Canada companies.” at local
Ottawa serial entrepreneur An“There is value created in
drew Moffat says that in order to
community, and we are building
maintain a competitive high tech in- with senior industry people includ- a community for doing things differdustry in Canada, we need the means ing mentors, building that base of ently. We want to provide the necessary
by which 10-20 successful technology new blood into the startup arena. And interaction between people to commerfirms are created weekly across the maybe even creating a position in the cialize new ideas,” says Mr. Graham.
country. He is presently floating an startup for the students themselves.”
The much-publicized Innovation Hub
(iHub), an OCRI initiative, promises to
be the accelerator Mecca for local tech
enterprise when it’s launched in 2009.
Michelle Scarborough, OCRI’s
VP, investment and commercialization,
recalls iHub’s humble beginnings as
a small business incubator three years
ago. “The OCRI team saw a need to
bring local tech entrepreneurs and financing together under one roof. They
wanted a physical location where teams
could be nurtured, ideas developed and
financing obtained.”
More, see Accelerating, page 4
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DENZIL DOYLE explains on this page why it can pay better to be creative than competitive.
Our blogscanner BOB JANELLE, Page 2, describes a service to organize social networking.
NANCY CLARK on Page 6 explains why vacationing is a win-win for company and employee.
And vencap’s practicing philosopher, ANDREW WAITMAN, muses about how to know
whose opinion to trust, on Page 7. ORBITS, talking about people on the move, are on Page 2.
NUGGETS of tech company news start on Page 5.

orbits

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Brian Aitken

is named acting VP of finance, chief financial officer and treasurer of Nav Canada. Prior to coming
to the civil air navigation services provider
as director of finance
in 2002, Mr. Aitken
was CFO at Calian
Technology Ltd. Earlier on, he held senior
financial roles at Alcan Aluminium Ltd., E.B. Eddy Ltd.
and Domtar Inc. He holds a bachelor
of commerce degree from McGill and
has completed the executive program at
Western. Mr. Aitken is a member of the
Ontario and Canadian Institutes of
Chartered Accountants and the Financial Executives Institute.

Allen-Vanguard

strengthens senior management with the
addition of new chief financial officer Peter Allen, previously
CFO at Export Development Canada. Mr.
Allen has more than
25 years experience as
a financial executive in
both the public and private sector, including
CFO of Nav Canada
and VP, finance, Mer- Peter Allen
isel Canada Inc., the
country’s largest distributor of computer
hardware and software.
A commercial pilot, he
has a seaplane on the
Ottawa River, and is
a volunteer treasurer
and director of Orbis
Kerrie
Canada, a charitable
Dickson
foundation that operates the world’s only flying eye surgery
teaching hospital, a converted DC-10
airliner. Robert Ryan, who held the role
of CFO at Allen-Vanguard since last January, will remain with the company as VP,
corporate development. Continuing to
work out of Toronto, he will now focus
on partner and investor relations.. In other
developments, recently hired John Lawlor, VP corporate relations, has resigned
due to poor health, and Pat Paulin, VP,
finance, has left to pursue other opportunities. Kerrie Dickson, previously controller, has been named the company’s new
VP of finance.

BI Excellence,

a new consulting firm providing business
intelligence data reporting and design
services, appoints
Shane Kelly and Colin Banfield as principal consultants. With
more than 20 years of
technical and managerial experience.
Mr. Kelly’s previous
posts include VP, operations, at Optelian, Shane Kelly
project manager, Spotwave Wireless,
president, Fortytwo Technologies, and
VP and GM of Mitel’s public switching
2 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

division. He earned a
diploma in electronics
and communications
from New Brunswick
Community College.
He is also a Stanford
alumnus and a graduate of the executive
program at Queen’s.
Colin
Mr. Kelly has worked
BanfieldKelly
as a volunteer IT consultant with the Community Foundation of Ottawa and is active in the Stittsville community, where he organizes the
local badminton club. In the summer
months, he enjoys road biking as a member of the Ottawa Bicycle Club. Mr.
Banfield’s work experience includes 20
years designing and implementing private and public voice/data networks. A
recognized Microsoft Excel expert, he is
the author of numerous editions of Excel
Quick Reference for Dummies. His former positions include director of product
management, public switching, Mitel,
and manager, business services engineering, Trinidad & Tobago Telephone
Company. He has a BSc (honours) in
electrical engineering from the University of the West Indies, and graduated
from George Washington University’s
satellite communications course. Mr.
Banfield’s interests include photography and astronomy. He is a member
of the Ottawa Valley Astronomy and
Observer’s Group.

Forrest Colliver

joins EMS SATCOM as VP of business
development. Previously, he was director
of commercial aircraft
solutions business development at Thales
Aerospace and, before that, director of
product strategy, responsible for directing
strategy for in-flight
entertainment, cabin
information systems, and in-flight communications systems that feature Internet,
wireless telephony and SMS services.
Early in his career, he worked on the
ARINC 741 and other standards while
at MITRE Corp., a Virginia-based notfor-profit national resource that provides
systems engineering, research and development, and information technology support to the US government. Mr. Colliver
earned a bachelor’s and master’s degrees
in electrical engineering from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, as well as an MBA from East
Tennessee State University.

Group IV
Semiconductor

names Bruce Day and Louis Desmarais
to its the board of directors. Mr. Day,
previously VP of corporate development at Rogers Communications Inc.,
has more than 20 years of experience in
senior posts in corporate development,
finance and treasury. He sits on the board
of fibre optic components and telecommunications equipment manufacturer
JDS Uniphase and Integrated Asset
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Management Corp. Mr. Desmarais
is general partner and CEO of Garage
Technology Ventures Canada.

Scott Marshall

is appointed to the board of directors at
Elliptic Sermiconductor. Mr. Marshall
has over 30 years of experience in networking and telecom. He was SVP of
engineering and product management at
Redback Networks prior to its acquisition by Ericsson. Before that he was a
group VP of Cisco Systems and president and CEO of optical startup Ceyba
Corporation. He was also formerly VP
of R&D and product management at
Newbridge and held senior technical
roles at Mitel and Nortel.

Natural
Convergence Inc.

appoints Patrick Smith as its new chairman and CEO, and names Bill Crank
EVP of sales, marketing and business development. Mr. Smith
has spent more than
24 years in the telecommunications industry, holding senior
management positions
at Sprint and serving
as CTO at Comdisco and SHL Systemhouse Inc. Mr. Smith currently sits
on the executive board, as executive
chairman, at Wavesat and is a director
of Gridpoint. He previously represented
Sprint US on the Sprint Canada executive board for four years. Mr. Smith owns
a 900-acre sheep farm with 2,300 ewes
producing 7,000 lambs per year. He has
an undergraduate degree in mathematics
from Waterloo and a masters in computer science from the University of
Manitoba. Mr. Crank was formerly VP
of sales at Ubiquity and, earlier, Jetstream. He was also EVP of CI Wireless Inc., president of Wireless Systems
Consulting Inc. and held senior leadership roles at Ortel Coporation. A father
of five, his hobbies include coaching his
kids various sports teams, jogging, basketball and golf. He also spends his time
helping small entrepreneurial companies
get started or grow to the next level.
Mr. Crank has a BBA (marketing) from
Western Connecticut State University
where he also played varsity football.

Greg O’Connor

is named president and CEO at application virtualization solutions maker Trigence. A 25-year veteran of the software
industry, Mr. O’Connor founded Sonic
Software and, as president, oversaw its
growth to $40 million
in revenue after it was
acquired by Progress
Software. While at
Sonic Mr. O’Connor
created the enterprise
service bus product
category, which is
generally accepted as
the foundation for service oriented architecture. He earned his BSc in computer
science at Purdue.

Along comes FriendFeed
for media mavens in need

Feed that brings together all posts
from his blog related to Bill
C-61, along with videos
and photos.
Launched
last
February,
FriendRoBERT JANEllE
Feed is based out of
Mountain View, California and is run by a group of former
Google employees giving it serious
here are photos on Flickr, videos credibility. Of course, gaining popuon YouTube, blogs for posting larity so quickly has also set it up for a
thoughts and Twitter for shorter fair amount of criticism as well.
musings. Everything seems to have it’s
The interface, while functional, is
right place in the Web 2.0 world but far from pretty. The background is
it’s also scattered across multiple loca- stark white with a bit of blue here and
tions on the web. Trying to follow the there, displaying only single sentence
work of many social
excepts from the
media mavens can
Hardcore users of posts that are fed
become quite time
it with a tiny
both services have into
consuming if they
icon denoted which
aren’t pulling all that
in essence moved web site they’re bework in a centralized
pulled from.
conversations that ingWhile
spot.
this won’t
This is where a
bother the inforonce took place
service called Friendjunkies the
on Twitter over to mation
Feed comes in.
service is currently
FriendFeed is esFriendFeed.
attracting, it will
sentially an aggremake it harder to apgation service that allows a user to cre- peal to more mainstream users who’ve
ate a single page that pulls in content been won over by the slicker interface
from a variety of social media sources. of say Facebook, which has similar
As of this writing, 43 different sites functionality albeit in a less open ecoare supported, though anything can be system.
added to a FriendFeed page by clickThe biggest criticism volleyed at
ing the “Share Something” button in FriendFeed is about the site’s comthe interface.
ments function. It seems many in the
It also allows users to subscribe to blogosphere have objected to the idea
other people’s feeds, making it easy having discussions move away from
to keep track of
their blog’s built-in
folks who publish Already its potential comments page to
on a variety of difanother site.
as a means of
ferent sites. Plus, it
Larger blogs have
allows commenting sorting and sharing
solved the problem
on individual items
by implementing a
information in the setup to pull comin a feed, essentially
bringing comments
ments back to their
growing social
to short Twitter
own sites from
media world has
posts.
FriendFeed but for
In fact, hardthe rest of us, I think
been shown
core users of both
it’s really a moot
services have in
point. There have
essence moved conversations that always been plenty of ways discussion
once took place on Twitter over about an article would move away
to FriendFeed which has actually from the original location, usually
proved helpful during Twitter’s no- from having a link appear on another
torious outages.
social aggregation site like Digg.
If any social media maven in OtFriendFeed is still in its infancy
tawa needs a place to keep track of but already its potential as a means
his work, it’s uOttawa law professor of sorting and sharing information in
Michael Geist. For nearly a year, an increasing growing social media
he’s been using social media tools world has been shown, along with a
to lead a protest against the Federal willingness to work with rather than
Government’s proposed changes to against the plethora of social sites out
Canadian copyright laws (Bill C-61) there.
going across platforms including his
own blog, posting videos on YouTube
NATIONAL CAPITAL SCAN
and of course, his now notorious
IS PRINTED ON
Facebook group: Fair Copyright For
Canada.
RECYCLED
To keep track of everything, he
NEWSPRINT
recently created a channel on Friend-

Blogscanning

T

All the news that doesn’t fit
in print is on the SCANsite
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

University of Ottawa

Computer Science
Students Encounter
Numerous Opportunities
Mathew Winstone, a 2007 graduate of computer
science at the University of Ottawa, and
Christopher Millward, who will be graduating in
December 2008, have much in common. Both
have been active in the University community
and that contribution has been rewarded.

Mathew Winstone,
computer science
graduate 2007.

Christopher Millward,
computer science,
December 2008

Together, they are responsible for many of the
accomplishments of the Computer Science
Students Association over the last four years.
Both have served as president and in vicepresident capacities and have organized 101
week for computer science students. They also
led the team that won the Student Federation’s
2007 Shinerama Trophy for most funds raised in
support of Cystic Fibrosis research. A Millennium
Scholarship recipient, Christopher also served
on the Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Advisory Committee. Mathew won the Student
Federation’s Leadership and Innovation Award in
2006 and the Volunteer of the Year Award in 2007.
As web analysts, both Christopher and Mathew
are leveraging new technologies to enhance staff,
student, and alumni experiences at the University
of Ottawa. Christopher is creating a new online
community for the University’s alumni, while
Mathew is using open-source technology to
create online networking and collaboration tools.
In 2007, Mathew co-founded Coldfront Labs, a
start-up company which focuses on software
development in education technologies.
Just another example of students gaining
real experience for a truly well-rounded
education at the University of Ottawa.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca
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Accelerating tech commercialization ...from page 1 iotum’s Calliflower targets
And so was born the OCRI Business
Accelerator, iHub’s forerunner, which
gives startups access to mentors, angel
investors, market research and contacts.
Currently, due to space constraints at
OCRI offices on Queensview Dr., the
accelerator can only accommodate up
to four companies for a limited stay of
six months to a year. These restrictions
have spurred OCRI to think big. The
new iHub, still on the drawing board,
will distinguish itself from the accelerator not only by its size but also in
matters of administration. For one, Ms.
Scarborough points out, “Venture capitalists and angel investors will help to
decide who goes into the iHub.”
Once they’ve qualified, startups will
be paying for a valuable spot on the investors’ radar. The iHub will be bigger
than the current incubator and located
closer to the centre of the business
district, thought to be the space at 10
Rideau Street attached to the Rideau
Centre. But there is a bigger reason for
developing it than the requirement for
more space alone.
“We want to build companies good
enough that VCs and potential international partners for startups are attracted to town,” says Ms. Scarborough.
“And with the bigger space, iHub will
provide more interaction opportunities between companies with different
technologies and market focuses, creating its own energy.”
Another initiative meant to generate startups (as yet only partially revealed) is the brainchild of Stephen
Fanjoy, director, Welch Consulting
Group, and Jay Lawrence, founder
and president of Infonium. The two
Ottawa businessmen are apparently
developing a web application that will

help potential startup founders find We are looking to use venture capital
co-founders, a process often limited funding and private investments, as
by concerns of confidentiality. Messrs well as various levels of government
Fanjoy and Lawrence hope to bring support, including the Industrial Rethe application to life this fall. Until gional Benefits (IRB) program run by
then, its progress can be followed by Industry Canada.”
registering for updates at
To achieve all this, Mr.
www.sweq.net.
Charland has been in end“Create wealth in Canless rounds of discussions
ada – that’s what we aim to
with government ministers,
do,” says Richard Charadvisors and other parties
land, president and CEO of
across Ontario and Quebec,
NSIP3 Inc., a corporation
as well as a private investbent on becoming a nationment firm in California.
al centre of excellence for
“We will form a board of
commercializing technology
experienced entrepreneurs,
aimed at various key nationmarket technology experts
al markets, like security and
who will help decide which
Andrew Moffat
defence. “We looked at the
companies to invest in,
national and local scene and realized companies that have a viable, worldthat if we could bring the public sector class product potential,” he enthuses.
agencies and the private sector togethThree years in the works, NSIP3 is
er, we could create an organization that hoping to launch within the next three
would not only help secure Canadians or four months.
and our (business) infrastructure but
Business accelerators Canada-wide
generate wealth for Canada.”
are providing the fertile ground for
While an established NSIP3 centre startups to grow, as well as the climate
of excellence would have an interna- for cross-pollination between technoltional scope, Mr. Charland is for the ogy clusters. Their number, here in the
present primarily interested in bring- capital and across the country, is raping Canadian tech interests under one idly increasing. This fall, a major local
umbrella for the purpose of getting educational institution will announce
technologies to market.
an accelerator program to help student
“We are looking to a private capital entrepreneurs get a leg up. Watch for
investment fund model for the centre, an announcement in September. Until
connecting technologies, entrepre- that time, the who, what and how are
neurs, mentors and financing to an under wraps.
established and growing market which
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
consists of our allied ‘nations’,” he an Ottawa technology entrepreneur
says. “Initially we will start by con- and adjunct professor at uOttawa’s
necting existing Ontario R&D centres Telfer School of Management. If you
in Kingston, Toronto, Waterloo, and have ideas for future market or techOttawa with those in Quebec and then, nology focused articles, send them to
in time, branch out across the country. jbowen@ces.on.ca

“lousy calling experience”
By Robert Janelle

L

ast month, iotum CEO Alec
Saunders returned to Ottawa
from Toronto at 10 p.m. and
headed to his office to meet the development team that was still hard at
work. In 48 hours, they needed to have
their new product ready for the launch
which would feature a conference call
with legendary Canadian actor William Shatner.
After many pots of coffee, a few
cat-naps on the couch and on the
floor, the bugs were worked out and
Mr. Saunders sent out invites to try
the company’s new online conference
calling system: Calliflower [www.calliflower.com].
iotum had previously made its mark
on the internet telephony market with
their FREE Conference Calls application for Facebook. Calliflower takes
the conference calling out of the proprietary social network and allows
anyone to join a call whether they
have an account or not.
Mr. Saunders sees this new product
as the maturation of his four-year-old
company. The seeds of iotum were
planted in 2003 when Mr. Saunders
had been discussing the possibilities
created by voice-over internet technology with Howard Thaw (now COO
of iotum.) “It’s going to change a lot of
the dynamics in telephony,” says Mr.
Saunders. “The role of a telco as a tollgate keeper is going to change.”
After a few years or building core
technologies, releasing a few applications along with filing six patents (four
of which have been granted,) Calliflower represents a transition for iotum.
“We’re taking the fruits from those
four years and focussing on revenues
and something that’s market driven,”
says Mr. Saunders. “It’s a big shift.”
Calliflower runs entirely in a web
browser, allowing users to create a call,
schedule it and invite people either by

iotum CEO Alec Saunders
e-mail or text message while calls can
be connected through either regular
phone lines or VOIP providers.
The web interface remains on during the call, displaying avatars of the
people on the line and providing a chat
window where URLs and photos can
be posted. Whoever is running the call
also has the ability to mute other callers with a single click while callers
can click to display a hand icon above
their avatar indicating that they wish to
speak. There’s also a recording feature
which, when activated, will provide a
downloadable audio file after the call.
Expanding on the success of the
Facebook app, Calliflower is designed
to provide a better user experience for
conference calls. “Conference calling is a lousy experience for a lot of
people,” says Mr. Saunders.
Even though a new platform is
launched, iotum’s original Facebook
app isn’t leaving town. In fact, the two
applications are tightly intergrated,
with an ability to create calls on Calliflower and join them in Facebook and
vice-versa. “We’re looking to bridge
the social network and the business,”
says Mr. Saunders.

Loud and Clear ...from page 1
Mr. Beach probably knew more
about the tool business than any other
person in the industry, but like so many
entrepreneurs he was focused on how
to sell more of his existing products
into that market than on developing
entirely new products, some of which
would be aimed at new markets.
As for how we would go about implementing this new strategy, perhaps
we could redirect our IRAP and SRED
dollars towards those companies that
have sound product migration strategies and away from those that are simply trying to get more mileage from
their existing products. If we had had
policies like that in place when Beach
was in its heyday it is possible that a
lot of those cute little products that are
made by Scandinavian countries today
would be made by Canadian companies and some of those companies
would be calling the shots as to which
plants will stay open and which ones
will be closed.
4 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Such policies could have had a significant influence on Smiths Falls. It
is a town with a history of excellence
in manufacturing and a quality of life
that makes Silicon Valley look like
Dogpatch. It is located about halfway
between Ottawa and Kingston, both of
which have very high concentrations of
knowledge workers. Perhaps it is not
too late to realize some of the dreams
that Mr.Beach had for the town.

All the news
that doesn’t fit
in print is on
the SCANsite
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

nuggets

NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD

Deal with Dupont

Enablence Technologies is handing
over approximately $9.5-million worth
of its common shares to acquire certain
assets of wholly-owned DuPont subsidiary DuPont Photonics Technologies, based in Wilmington, Mass. At
the same time, the chemical giant is
investing an unspecified amount in the
Ottawa company. Enablence, which
makes optical products for the fibre-tothe-home market and business, says it
is purchasing Dupont Photonics’ new
PLC (planar lightwave circuit) switching fabric, which enables such devices
as optical multiplexers, switches and
attenuators. Nineteen DuPont Photonics staff will join Enablence as part of
the deal. In other news, the company
will soon be providing broadband service to rural US communities, having
been certified under the US Department of Agriculture’s Rural Development Broadband Loan Program. The
approval means that network operators
can now access funding while using
Enablence’s Trident7 systems to build
rural high-speed networks.

Go ahead, but…

Plasco Energy Group’s bid to build
a waste-to-energy gasification plant
in the Ottawa area takes a tantalizing
step closer to becoming a reality, after
city council unanimously agrees to
allow the project to move forward,
with conditions. Before businessman
Rod Bryden’s company is allowed
to put a spade in the ground, it must
first demonstrate that its technology
works and meets with city environmental approval. The proposed $125million plant would divert 400 tonnes
of non-recyclable household waste
from landfills and convert it to gas for
powering electrical generators. Plasco
stands to earn $8 million annually from
the project, while the city would take
a 25% cut of revenue above an agreed
upon amount. Council’s approval
comes three years after it gave Plasco
the green light to build a $27-million
demonstration plant at the city’s landfill on Trail Road. The facility was
commissioned in July of last year and
began delivering electricity to Hydro
Ottawa three months later.

Going to MaRS

An education program developed by
Ottawa Centre for Research and
Innovation (OCRI) is selected by a

Toronto-based innovation centre as an
industry best practice. OCRI says its
entrepreneur’s edge (E2) program, developed at the Ottawa economic development corporation’s entrepreneurship
centre in partnership with the Ontario Government, will be used by the
MaRS Discovery District of Toronto
to help its members develop entrepreneurial skills. MaRS will also make the
program available to qualified members
of the Ontario Commercialization
Network who are looking to provide
their clients with entrepreneurial training. E2, an intensive program running
over five half days, links new entrepreneurs with business experts who share
lessons learned from their entrepreneurial and related experiences. Several
Ontario cities have already expressed
interest in the 18-month-old program.
This fall, the University of Waterloo,
Wilfrid Laurier University, Communitech and the UW Accelerator Centre
will jointly deliver the OCRI course to
entrepreneurs in the Waterloo region.

Solution for top
Czech broadcaster

Optelian is providing its optical transport solutions to Ceské Radiokomunikace, the largest broadcast services
company in the Czech Republic. The
company says that Czech-based services provider OptoNet Communication
has chosen Optelian’s LightGAIN multiplexers and full network management
suite to deliver a complete overview of
the network services it is providing to
Ceské Radiokomunikace.

Harris buys MSG

Harris Computer Systems finalizes
its buyout of BC-based Municipal
Solutions Group. The Ottawa-based
subsidiary of Toronto’s Constellation
Software Inc. has acquired nearly all
the assets of the software company,
including the shares of its operating
subsidiary Municipal Software Corp.
but not MSG’s web-based Local Government Manager product, which automates such processes as the issuance
of building permits, codes enforcement
and city planning. The transaction will
add more than 125 customers to Harris’s
land management solution practice. Financial terms have not been revealed.

Kasenna bought             Six new frequencies
Espial Group Inc. engineers a stock
swap to buy IPTV solutions company
Kasenna Inc., of Sunnyvale, Calif. Ottawa-based Espial, a provider of IPTV
middleware and applications, says it
has entered into a definitive agreement
to acquire all outstanding shares of Kasenna in exchange for 4,722,224 (51%)
of its own issued shares. “The IPTV
market remains early and fragmented,
and service providers are looking for
clear leaders that they can bet on,” says
Jaison Dolvane, Espial’s CEO. “Acquiring Kasenna provides us with increased scale, expertise, product breadth
and channel access to position ourselves
as the leading choice for service providers worldwide.” Mr. Dolvane says the
combined company will continue to
Kasenna’s customers, while integrating solutions and partnering with VOD
(video-on-demand) companies.

Sale allowing
finer focus

Clearford Industries Inc. is selling its
profitable Brooklin Concrete division
and assigning its near-finalized deal to
acquire Boucher Precast Concrete Ltd.
It is also looking for a replacement for
CEO Bruce Linton. The Ottawa-based
company has engaged Guelph-based
Armtec Infrastructure Income Fund
to sell the business assets of Brooklin
and assign the right to acquire the shares
of Boucher for $43 million. The company says the sudden moves are part of a
strategy to focus on its wastewater treatment products business. “Clearford’s
Brooklin Concrete division has been a
strong and reliable source of funding
that has enabled the advancement of the
Small Bore Sewer system, which now
includes methane capture and collection,” says Mr. Linton. “The divestiture
of the Brooklin assets will provide the
financial capacity that will enable Clearford to aggressively pursue the global
wastewater servicing market.” With the
closing of the deal, Mr. Linton will take
on a consulting role with Armtec, while
Clearford expects to have a new CEO in
place by that time.

from Baltimore-based private equity
firm JMI Equity. The Ottawa-based
maker of web-based employee performance and talent management software
says it will use the strategic investment to speed growth and fund sales,
marketing and development. Although
Halogen has not divulged the size of
the investment, it has revealed that the
funding deal is its largest to date and
comes with a new addition to its board,
JMI general partner Harry Gruner.
Halogen’s software recently proved
a winner with Pechanga Resort and
Casino, which chose the company’s
web-based solution to address growing management requirements for its
more than 5,000 employees. Halogen
says that Pechanga, located in Temecula, Calif., is migrating to its eAppraisal and eCompensation offerings
to streamline employee performance
management process with a “pay-forperformance” strategy.

Student opportunities

TheCodeFactory, a recently launched
collaborative co-working space and incubator in the heart of centretown, has
teamed up with Carlton U. managed
initiatives Talent First Network (TFN)
and The Foundry Program to help
entrepreneurial students and recent
graduates meet and connect with the
Ottawa startup community. The partnership will give Carleton’s tech savvy
students, through a Carleton membership, access to the TheCodeFactory’s
three meeting rooms, business services
(print, scan, fax, photocopy) area, and
casual work area where members can
work-connect to the Internet via Wifi.

Telesat wins approval from Industry Canada to develop six planned
new frequencies for direct-to-home
broadcasting services and two-way
broadband Internet for consumers and
small businesses. “With these awards
we can now move forward and advance
our planning of Telesat’s future satellite
fleet,” says Telesat CEO Dan Goldberg. The Ottawa-based company is
currently looking for private- and public-sector partners to develop services
for any of the six frequencies.

Manufacturing partner

BTI Systems enlists a global manufacturing partner in a bid to grow internationally. The Ottawa-based maker of
fibre optic systems says Flextronics,
which has a local presence, has agreed to
manufacture BTI’s Packet Optical Edge
systems for expanding bandwidth. “As
BTI continues on its aggressive growth
path, it is essential that we align ourselves
with the best partners, allowing us to continue to meet the high level of quality and
service that our customers have come to
expect from us,” says John Haydon,
SVP of global operations at BTI.

Solution boards
Boeing program

Boeing chooses Mxi Technologies’
Maintenix software to manage services

for its 787 Dreamliners. Mxi says the
aircraft builder has enlisted the Ottawa
company as a partner for its GoldCare member program, which provides
maintenance, engineering, and materials management for the Dreamliner in
a cost-effective, per-flight-hour, approach. “Achieving the ambitions of
GoldCare required an IT infrastructure
that could span the globe, connecting
Boeing and its partners…” says Mxi
president Les Hine. “[Maintenix’s]
ability to capture and automate the
knowledge built up by experienced
workers makes it an excellent fit for
GoldCare.” Mxi’s solution will allow GoldCare members to simplify
maintenance by automating planning
and scheduling, work execution, data
capture and technical records management. Users will also be able to review
aircraft status, history and maintenance
program information.

Merger done

Fellow Ottawa-area firms ImaSight
Corp. and Liponex Inc. finalize their
$10-million merger. Gatineau-based
digital X-ray solutions maker ImaSight
reports it has wrapped up its previously
announced amalgamation deal with Ottawa’s Liponex Inc., currently developing a drug to increase “good cholesterol,” which has been shown to reduce the
risk of heart disease. “We are pleased
to acquire the assets of Liponex,” says
ImaSight CEO John Brooks. “I believe
there is value in the patent portfolio
of Liponex and we plan to realize on
that value for the benefit of the shareholders.” Liponex CEO Bill Dickie is
reportedly leaving the combined company, while Liponex founder and chief
scientific officer Dr. Dan Sparks, along
with his team, will stay on.

$5-million add-on

Plaintree Systems’ recent acquisition
of Triodetic bears fruit, as the Arnpriorbased firm picks up a $5-million followon deal with an unnamed BC mining
company. Plaintree says its architectural
metal division has been awarded the second phase of a contract for engineering,
supplying and supervising the installation
of two industrial mining dome enclosures
for one of the world’s largest mining
companies. Plaintree bought Triodetic
for $20 million in April, six months after
it secured the initial, $2.1-million part
of the building project, now close to
completion. The two domes, each wider
in diameter than a football field is long,
will eventually cover working stockpiles
at one of the customer’s mines.
More, see Nuggets, page 6

‘Significant’ investment

Halogen Software Inc. locks up an
investment it describes as “significant”
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Solution enters
Harvard

Harvard Medical School enrolls
Third Brigade’s security system to
protect its customer payment data from
hackers. Third Brigade’s Deep Security
host intrusion detection and prevention
system will help the school protect
its web applications and servers from
targeted attacks against credit card
data, and comply with data security
standards set out by the Payment Card
Industry, which are endorsed by financial service firms such as American
Express, MasterCard and Visa.

BC business
books orders

Seprotech Systems Inc. receives $1.4million worth of orders in the mining and municipal sectors through its
recently acquired BC business. The
Ottawa-based water and wastewater
treatment systems maker says one of
the deals is for a $500,000 project using the proprietary storm water management system the company acquired
when its bought P.J. Hannah Equipment Sales Corp. last October. The
system prevents floating debris and
solids from entering rivers and lakes
during storm water runoff periods. The
other $900,000 in contracts are from
several land developers and mining
companies who’ve ordered standardized Rotordisk package plant wastewater treatment systems.

Aussie navy add-on

OSI Geospatial Inc. lands a US$1.3million supplementary order with the
Royal Australian Navy for navigation systems and engineering services.

“The Australian navy is an important
customer and we are pleased to be expanding our relationship,” says CEO
Ken Kirkpatrick. “Repeat business is
evidence that we are providing value
to our customers.” Last October, OSI
reported it was supplying the Australian Navy with six submarine navigation software systems and a software
upgrade for the fleet’s Collins-class
submarines. Since 2005, OSI has secured $10-million in contracts with the
loyal client.

Reseller deal

Email and document security software
maker Titus Labs weds its document
classification suite to a document control solution offered by Massachusetts-based Liquid Machines. The
resulting product, which will allow
users to automatically apply access
and usage policies to documents, will
be resold as part of Liquid Machines’
offering to large enterprise and public sector customers. Titus recently
landed a major deal ($1 million, approx.) with the Australian Department of Defence, which has selected
Titus Labs Message Classification
software to secure Emails. Migrating
from its in-house developed software,
the Australian military will use Titus’s
solution to protect sensitive data in
outgoing Emails, preventing inadvertent loss of data and complying with
regulatory requirements.

Global supplier signed

BelAir Networks signs a distribution
agreement that will see its broadband
wireless mesh networking solutions
sold worldwide by Maryland-based
wireless equipment supplier TESSCO
Technologies. BelAir says TESSCO
will offer its products to customers,
including wireless system operators,
transportation, business and government organizations, in the 100 countries
where it operates. TESSCO works with
300 manufacturers to supply more than
25,000 wireless communications and
networking products and solutions.

Vacations are good for you
and for your company too
It isn’t surprising that baby boom- • Pick an affordable destination so
ers are the worst offenders.
that you don’t return with financial
Boomers tend to be
headaches.
workaholics. They • Return back from vacation a day or
also fill the managetwo early and give yourself some
ment ranks and have
time to get caught up before arrivNANCy ClARK
grown up in a generaing back at work. It is less stresstion that did not see vacations
ful to have an idea of what you are
as a priority. Increased vacation enwalking back into and prepare a
titlement is one of the top lists of perks
priority list.
ummer is here and the quicker that employers use to reward employ- • If you must stay connected during
your vacation set limits and only
drive to and from work indicates ees years of service yet we struggle
address the most essential matters.
that some of us are on vacation. to use them. This is in contrast to our
It is OK to be missed when you are
But regardless of which organization newest workforce. Generation Y deaway!
I work with in Ottawa I see the same mands more work-life balance and
If you are a manager, lead by examphenomenon of high unused vacation that includes vacations.
ple and take your vacation
balances. I am an avid vaentitlement annually. Crecationer myself so it has
Boomers tend to be workaholics.
ate a supportive culture that
always puzzled me when
employees don’t take their
They also fill the management ranks allows employees to feel
taking a vacation. Do
full vacation entitlement
and have grown up in a generation safe
not allow a policy that pays
annually. In fact, one in
four employees doesn’t that did not see vacations as a priority. out unused vacation balances. All employees need
take all vacation time due
This is in contrast to our newest
their downtime and should
and some even forfeit unnot be tempted to forfeit
used vacation days.
workforce. Generation y demands
their much-needed vacation
There is a growing
more work-life balance and
for some extra cash.
trend of employees taking
that includes vacations.
Numerous studies have
mini-vacations. These are
shown that vacations are
extended weekends or a
good for health. Reduced
day here and there. MiniFor those who are stressed, not re- stress level is the most obvious
vacations are certainly better than no
vacation at all but psychologists say it freshed, by vacations, there are ways health benefit but studies also show
that the overall risk of death from
takes five to seven days to properly de- to be better prepared:
stress from work. I have often heard • Take your vacation during a time of the heart disease is reduced by as much
year that is the slowest time for work.
as 30% for men and 50% for women
from employees that they were just
starting to relax when their one-week • Cross train a co-worker to cover the for those who take at least two vacamain functions of your job then return tions a year.
vacation was over.
the favour when they are on vacation.
Vacations, real vacations, are good
Another alarming and growing
Discuss this with your manager as for all employees at all levels of the ortrend in the workplace is the “nonthis will take a concerted effort.
ganization. They allow the employee
holiday”. A non-holiday occurs when
employees do take a vacation but stay • Tell your customers and co-workers of to relax and then return to be more creyour upcoming vacation and let them ative and productive and they really do
connected. Along with a swimsuit
know whom to contact in your absence. affect the bottom line, positively.
they pack their cellphone, BlackBerry
Nancy Clark, president and CEO
and laptop. Technology is a wonder- • Provide contact information to one
person instead of telling everyone. of Enavance Consulting Inc., is an
ful thing but it has no business going
This person can then funnel these HR development professional who
with you to the beach or the orchards
requests and only contact you if has been through every mill from the
of Tuscany.
warranted.
explosive growth of JDS Uniphase
The reasons vary. “I am too busy”
is the most popular excuse. Others • Change your voicemail and email in the late ‘90s to a government
greetings to indicate you are away agency in reorg mode, with stops at
include, “If I take a vacation I’ll only
and who to contact prior to your re- Marconi, Iogen and other hot spots
get further behind. Vacations are exturn. Let them know when you are in between. She can be reached at
pensive and I can’t afford it. I am too
returning to work.
nancy_clark@primus.ca
worried about job security.”
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Winners find their way by carefully choosing who to listen to
liquidity event) may take place years
in the future—or possibly
never. In between are
dozens, hundreds or
thousands of other
ANDREW WAITMAN factors and decisions, large and small,
to muddy the waters.
Is the importance of a single decision,
good or bad, diluted in an ocean of other
ow do we judge the outcome decisions; or can one good or bad call afof decisions, and against what fect all subsequent ones? With the feedcriteria? Is it ever clear and un- back loop on decision-making broken by
ambiguous that we’ve made a good one? the time and complexity of daily business
How can we best identify decision-mak- life, how is it really possible to trust the
ers who consistently call them right, so people who make critical decisions?
Yet difficult though this may be, it’s viwe know who we can rely on in the future? And how do we assess the reverse: tal to success. Entrepreneurs and executives urgently need to know that the right
someone we should not listen to?
In the fast-paced world of business people are using the right information to
today, where all decisions are dollar de- make the right judgments at the right time.
cisions, it’s important to be able to assess To know this, they need to be constantly
success quickly — that is, did a decision attuned to the key factors of causality and
create economic value? But success de- attribution. CEOs need to know about the
pends on a number of factors, not all of decision success rates not only of their
which are immediately apparent. The employees, but of all other people who
main thing that complicates our analysis can affect the enterprise, such as board
is the passage of time between decisions members and advisors. Which advice on
which decision should command your
made and their results.
In most businesses, causal clarity particular attention? Who should you listen to, and why?
erodes with time, with
Over the years, I’ve
other people’s actions,
The future is
attended hundreds of
with environmental
unknown, and we board and managefactors, and with the
ment meetings, and
presence of many othcan only take our
met many impressive
er decisions, related
best guess at how and thoughtful people
and unrelated. Only
rarely does a decision
it will unfold. Still, who seemed very capable of intelligent,
get to stand alone, in
some people just reasoned opinions.
solitary splendour, to
be analyzed for cor- seem to consistently But when those opinions vary (and they
rectness after the fact.
make better
usually do), which
Day trading sits at the
direction should be
extreme end of the
decisions than
followed?
spectrum of business
others.
The bad news is,
decision analysis: atthere are no clear
tribution is unambiguous. Every day, you either performed or answers. I’ve been pondering this isyou didn’t. (This may be one reason why sue for years, and the only conclusion
so few people manage to maintain long- I’ve drawn is just what you’d expect:
term careers in futures trading.) That’s what matters most is competence —
not the case for most business decisions, specifically, the right expertise for the
however; most fall closer to the middle of right context. A doctor may be a brilthe decision spectrum. And the activity liant man in his field, but you wouldn’t
that sits right at the opposite end of that consult him on a legal matter.
Still, the fact is that some people
spectrum is my own chosen field of enjust seem to consistently do better than
deavour: venture capital investing.
Think about it: the decision to invest others at the art of identifying good opcapital happens at one point in time, tions. They’re the people I always listen
and the actual return of capital (the to. These are people who have a deep

Money Talks

H

understanding of the context in which
When people have repeatedly ex- sion-making, this means appreciating
business decisions are made — because perienced that proximity to success, the complexity of a changing context.
contextual understanding is crucial to I watch them closely. anyone who’s
That’s why one of my favourite
grasping the implications of a decision. lived through such difficult business tools for assessing decisions is a kind
As a general principle, I believe that environments clearly has what it takes of mental scorecard. Just like when reboards should actually follow the ad- to succeed in a variety of contexts — a cording your strokes in a golf game, I
vice of the people they’ve empowered to true measure of decision-making abil- use it to track who made great, good,
run the business. Whenever I first begin ity. One of my marquee heroes is Steve poor, or really bad decisions. I keep
working with an unknown quantity, I Jobs. I may not agree with everything these mental scorecards on everyone
always allow them a proving
involved in any business
period, during which I closely
In the fast-paced world of business I’m part of, and anybody
scrutinize their decisions. Over
work with. They’re a
today, where all decisions are dollar Icrucial
time, if all goes well, I develop
factor in my judgtrust in their judgment — trust decisions, it’s important to be able to ments about who to listen
based on my assessment of
and who to ignore.
assess success quickly — that is, did a to,There’s
how well they understand
one other imdecision create economic value?
the relevant decision-making
portant person to keep a
context. The more good judgscorecard on: yourself.
ment they show, the more I listen to their he says, but I rate his recommendations A wise CEO should always be aware
recommendations. (Like personal trust, above all others because of the scale of his own decision-making strengths
though, perception of decision-making and consistency of his career success.
and limitations.
competence can be quickly eroded by
Finally, I listen to people who listen
For those who’ve proved successful
just a few poor decisions.)
to others. That may sound counter-in- at making business decisions, the odds
Who else do I listen to? People tuitive, but I’ve found that people who are you’ve already figured out who to
who’ve succeeded repeatedly over make a habit of telling others what to pay most attention to: either your inner
time, in many different circumstances. do — often without fully understand- voice or a carefully selected group of adOne success, or just a few, can be mis- ing the context — rarely give good ad- visors. If it’s the latter, who do you listen
leading: sometimes business situations vice. The most important trait among to most, and why? In my next column,
may produce one of those “one-hit consistently successful business people I’ll discuss in detail how to track their
wonders” we’ve all heard about.
seems to be confident humility. In deci- decisions effectively with a scorecard.
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